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of blood-relationship before all else. The law gave them a
loophole, by its provision that an adoption was null and void
if the testator were not in his right mind or had been
improperly influenced by drugs or by a woman—a source
of endless litigation. Solon's law gives just a little more
scope to individualism than the ancient custom. Menekles
is allowed to provide for his own name and oikos being carried
on, and for his own " honour "—rt/ATy, status—among the
dead. Earlier, it was the larger unit, the genos, which took
over the property and continued its common rites if one of
its branches failed. The law laid down with great care the
order and proportion in which kinsmen shared the property ;
collaterals on the mother's side were admitted, if agnates
failed.1 But in the fourth century, if all individual efforts
failed, it was actually the duty of the senior Archon of
Athens to watch over the houses of the city " that none of
them be left desolate ".2
From ancient Hindu laws and literature comes interesting
evidence of exactly the same feeling, of the importance of
seeing that the family and the family worship be carried on.3
It goes without saying that the property, whose passing
out of the clan by inheritance was thus so straitly forbidden,
was not lightly alienated in one's lifetime either, by gift or
sale. Only in cases of " clear necessity ", as in the laws of
Lokroi, can such a thing have happened.4 What legal
sanctions there can have been to prevent it is not so clear.
Probably none; it simply " was not done " 5; the public
opinion of the kinsmen would be fiercely against " devouring
one's property ", and the man, who by mismanagement or
folly did so, had of course automatically lost his " stake in
the country ", his capital, his means of supplying himself
with the expensive equipment of a man at arms, and thereby
1	Isaios, Apollodoros, 25 ff., p. 65.
2	Ib., 38.
3	Cf. Bhagavad-Gita, i, 40 ff. ;   Laws of Maim, ix;   de Coulanges,  Cite
Antique^ bk. ii, chaps, iii, iv.
4	Cf. Ar. Politics, ii, 1266B.
5	So  at Sparta even in the fourth century :  o>veta0ai tt)v vTrapx^v^av
firotijaev ov «aAov,   Ar., op.  cit.,  1270A.  There is nothing  about  specific
penalties.

